ABSTRACT
tmRNA FUNCTION
In trans-translation, a ribosome bound to the 3′-end of damaged mRNA moves to the resume codon and tag-peptide coding region of tmRNA, terminates at the tmRNA-encoded stop signal and releases a polypeptide which is digested by cytoplasmic and periplasmic proteases (1) . Because of its tRNA-like properties, tmRNA can be charged with alanine, form a ternary complex with elongation factor Tu and enter the ribosomal A-site (for reviews, see 2-4). The binding of tmRNA to ribosomes is facilitated by protein SmpB (5) and ribosomal protein S1 (6) .
tmRDB DESCRIPTION
tmRDB provides aligned, annotated and phylogenetically ordered sequences related to tmRNA structure and function. New and updated tmRNAs were obtained by using a representative subset of sequences as input for BLASTN to search GenBank (7). The search was automated by using a wrapper which performed BLASTN searches and GenBank sequence retrieval. Search and retrieval (from the wrapper) were performed directly on NCBI servers via the Internet. The BLAST hits within the wrapper were filtered for already known hits. For the remaining hits, sequences were extended in both directions, and a global alignment with the entire sequences was executed using the align0 program (8, 9) . Sequences were obtained also by searching annotations in GenBank, numerous genome projects available on the Web and the tmRNA website (10 (12) . Because of flexible gene arrangements and RNA processing events, it appears premature to conclude that tmRNA-like molecules are absent in Archaea and Eucarya (11) .
Described criteria (13) were used to incorporate new sequences into the tmRNA alignment (14) and to derive secondary structures which include base pairs supported by comparative sequence analysis, thus avoiding procedures which maximize base pairing (10, 15) . Inclusion of new sequences into the previous alignment confirmed 17 helices (not every helix is present in every molecule), tRNA-and mRNA-like portions, and four pseudoknots (pk1 to pk4) (16) . Local improvements in certain previously ambiguous regions were achieved.
The tmRDB shows the updated alignment in a variety of convenient formats. New to this update is the inclusion of a column format, which lists the sequences in separate entries. Each entry contains a header specifying properties related to the alignment. Computer programs can easily read the headers associated with various columns. These include the sequence, nucleotide positions in the alignment and positions of base pairs. A number of programs can assist the manual update of the alignments by checking, for example, base pairing consistency, phylogenetic support and possible extensions of base paired regions (manuscript in preparation).
The tmRDB also provides alignments of predicted tmRNA encoded tag peptides, numerous tmRNA secondary structure models and tentative three-dimensional models in PDB format generated interactively with the RNA modeling software ERNA-3D (17) and refined by energy minimization with VCMD (18) . Work is in progress to include more details about tmRNA-associated proteins alanyl-tRNA synthetase, elongation factor Tu, SmpB and ribosomal protein S1.
ACCESS
The data are accessible freely for research purposes at the URL http://psyche.uthct.edu/dbs/tmRDB/tmRDB.html and mirror sites http://www.ag.auburn.edu/mirror/tmRDB/ and http:// www.bioinf.au.dk/tmRDB/. Hard copies of tmRNA and tagpeptide alignments are available by Email request to the third author at zwieb@uthct.edu or through written contact. The first and last authors can be reached at the Email address bk@bioinf.au.dk and gorodkin@bioinf.au.dk, respectively. J. Wower can be contacted at jwower@acesag.auburn.edu. This article should be cited in research projects assisted by the use of tmRDB.
